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LAW CENTER

Tuesday, April 29,1975

Roth,Osthues Win
1st Year Moot Court

Ellyn Roth

Polly Osthues

Bill to Civilize Marihuana
by Robert Cbapman
U.S. Senators Jacob K. Javits,
Edward W. Brooke, Alan Cranston, and Congressman Edward I.
Koch introduced legislation April 16 to decriminalize small
amounts of marihuana for personal use. The proposal would
substitute for any present Federal criminal penalty a system of
civil fines of up to $100.
Javits said the legislation
introduced in both Houses of
Congress has four main objectives.The bill first recognizes that
criminal penalties for the use and
possession of marihuana are so
disproportionate to the degree of
mental and physical risk involved
that there can no longer be any
justification for their impositi?n.
Javits feels that to equate the risk
of using marihuana, which the
National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Use found to be
a relatively benign drug, with the
risk inherent in the use of hard
narcotics is totally indefensible.
The legislation also takes note
of Commission findings that 24
million Americans have tried
marihuana at least once, and
that 8.3 million are current users.
Fair and impartial enforcement
and prosecution are consequently impossible. Senator Javits
pointed out that in some states a
first offender can be jailed for 10
to 20 years while in others he may
only be placed on probation.
The Javits bill, moreover,
recognizes that use of marihuana
has reached such proportions

that the present law is clearly
ineffective as a deterrent.
Finally, the Javits bill would
point that the "rhetoric and
emotion" generated by the use of
the criminal sanction in cases of
personal marihuana use is severely impairing the fight against
more dangerous drug abuse.
Javits, himself a member of the
1970 National Commission on
Marihuana and Drug Use,
introduced bills before both the
92nd and the 93rd Congress to
decriminalize the use and possession of small amounts of marihuana. The present system of
civil fines were,
however,
not attached to the earlier
legislation. The bill now before
the 94th Congress adopts the
approach successfully used by
the' State of Oregon which in
1973 became the first state in the
nation to abolish criminal penalties for the simple possession of
marihuana.
Among organizations supporting the decriminalization of
marihuana are the American Bar
Association and Ann Landers.
In his remarks on the Senate'
floor Javits reiterated the distinction between decriminalization
and legalization. Legalization
would mean that marihuana
could be sold legally under a
system similar to alcohol licensing. Decriminalization, however,
only pertains to the user who is
taken out of the criminal justice
system while the seller remains
within. By not permitting a legal
market, a discouragement policy
against marihuana is continued.
Senator Javits also made

Polly Osthues and Ellyn Roth case was entitled to depose the
were declared the winners of the respondent reporter as to the
first year moot court competi- source of a magazine article
tion final round held on March alleging racial discrimination.
21,. This decision, rendered by Ms. Ostheus and Ms. Roth,
the panel of Judge George E. representing respondent, sought
MacKinnon (D.C. Circuit Court to have the Bench limit the
of Appeals), Judge Nicholas S. holding of Branzhurg v. Hayes
Nunzio (D.C. Superior Court). to grand jury proceedings. Many
and Mr. Fred Graham (CBS questions from the Bench foNews),was based on the skills of cused on the possibility that
appellate advocacy and not on compelled source disclosures
the merits of the case.
might result in a drying up of
The final round was the cuI- . investigative news stories.
mination of a competition partiThe Van Vleck Case Club
cipated in. by sixty first year' congratulates all participants in
students. This degree of student the competition for their hard
participation is the greatest ever work and dedication to the
for moot court competition. The improvement of appellate advotwo preliminary rounds were cacy. The professional level of
judged by practicing attorneys in the final round argument evithe D.C. area. National Law dences the proposition that oral
Center professors graded the advocacy is a skill which can be
briefs of counsel for the pre- mastered by extensive preparaliminary rounds.
tion and practice. The Club enRonaleen Roha and Peggy courages all students to enter the
. Tobolowsky opened the final moot court competitions to be
round argument with their sponsored by the Van Vleck
contention that petitioner in the Case Club next year.

reference to several new claims of
potential harm from marihuana
use. He commented that the
widespread media exposure that
the claims had received was often
far greater than the substance of
the study warranted. The recently released 1974 report of the
National Institute for Drug
Abuse noted that the results of
by Irene Sege
"The disparity is heightened
preliminary studies concerned
The D:C. Public Interest by the fact that the police to
with marihuana's effect on male Research Group (DC PIRG) population ratio in the District is
sex hormone levels, interference presented a model building six times greater than in Prince
with the body's immune res- security code to the' city council George's or Fairfax. The intenponses, and effects on funda- today and urged the .housing sity and comprehensiveness of
mental cell metabolism, are at committee to hold hearings on police surveillance evidently
this point speculative.
does not deter the burglar to the
the proposal.
Javits stated that neither he or
Residential burglaries are desired extent in the absence of
any other member of the two-thirds more likely to occur other factors," the report said.
National Commission would pro- . in the District than in Prince
Deadlock ordinances in other
mote the use of marihuana. "We George's County and two-and- area jurisdictions have apparall believe that Government
one-half times as likely to occur ently led to a decrease in the
should .not encourage the use of in the city than in Fairfax number of burglaries, the report
any drug or hallucinogen, no . County, according to the PIRG said. Such ordinances have been
matter how mild, for recreational
report that accompanied the in effect in Prince George's
purposes. "
code. ,
(Please tum to p. 3, col. 1)
I

PIRG:Building

Security

Berry] udges Int'l Moot Court
by Robert Lehrman
A lawyer's time can be worth
his weight in gold. Yet thispast
Wednesday, Max Berry, an
international trade lawyer whose
practice includes the representation of foreign interests in
Austria, Denmark, Rumania,
and a variety of other countries
was giving his time away for free.
Work hasn't slacked off, in fact
he is busier than ever. But for the
afternoon Mr. Berry set aside the
advocate role to don the judicial

robes of Chief Judge in the
Association of Student International Law Societies (ASILS)
Jessup Moot Court Competition.
The Moot Court Competition
is a yearly contest that attracts
law student teams from literally
around the world to argue an
international
problem.
This
year's problem was based on an
environmental dispute in which a
hypothetical underdeveloped nation had built an atomic plant
and paper mill up river .from a..

developed nation. This plant
emitted pollutants which were
flowing into the river, and into a
lake in the territory of the
developed nation. It was disnut·.cd to be in violation of the
international treaty between the
two nations.
The teams arguing this year
include 9 groups from the U.S.
and teams from Argentina,
Canada, France, Nigeria, and
Cuba. The presence of the Cuban
. (Please turn to p, 3, col. 3)
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BALSA. Complaint
.suu Under Review

,
by Robert Chapman
numbering system to preserve
. BALSA, after communicating'
anonymity.
with counsel who had been in
According to Dean Potts the
contact
with the Office of
administration
the NLC did
Human Rights has determined
not know who the minority
that the National Law Center
students enrolled were. To comhas in fact now complied with a
ply with the informational
desubpoena issued to the National
mands of the OHR subpoena,
Law Center on October 18,1974.
which demanded racial identifiThe subpoena, which the NLC .. cation, theadminstration
underinsisted
on receiving . before
·took. the following procedures:
surrendering
any material that .Tuition' remission. lists were
might violate the confidentiality
checked. A search of back files
of individual student records,
of those personsadmitted
under
originally required records on . the Special Admissions criteria
every student registered at any
of the minority
recruitment
time between 1971 and 1975.
committee was made. Such. files
Compliance
would
have.re~
were, however, only useful back
quired the submission of. over· .one year and photos were found
ten thousand documents. Ata
to be inaccurate and misleading.
November:
4, .. 1974, meeting 'Personal
knowledge
provided
between Dean Potts, .George ,some'namesand
minority stu:Washington University counsel, .. dents,wer~ asked to-help aug.and representativesof.the
Office
ment the list: Also use~ .were the
of Human Rights; the National'
results of a general mailing done
Law Center
asked for and late in the. summer of 1974. The
received a more. circurnspect : .adrninistration
refused to ask
subpoena.
..
. pro.fessors. to visually can~as
. The records. submitted to the their classrooms
and .seating
Office of Human Rights are charts. The procedures resulted
those of all students registered at in a list of 90 students. BALSA
the Law Center in the Spring
claimed, nonetheless,
that the
semester of 1974. Included are identity of minority students was
courses
taken,
professors',
known' by the· administration
grades,
undergraduate
grade
from the time of the initial
. point average, LSAR verbal and' subpoena.
writing ability scores, predicted
. ~ean Potts also noted that the
index of performance (prepared
National L~w Ce~ter has now
. by the Educational
Testing
also comph:d
with. an HEW
Service of Princeton) basis of request for information on facadmission whether regular or ulty and staff hiring '. Never in
special. and racial indentificathe last fiv.e ye~rs has a member
tion where available.
Before of a minority
group
been
submission of the data, names of turned down for a staff position.
students
and
undergraduate
(Please tum to p, 7, col. 1)
school names were replaced by a .

of

Minority
by Shelley Hayes
On Tuesday, April 22, 1975,
an informal meeting was held
between faculty and students
concerned with the issues raised
in Paul Beck's article in last
week's Advocate. Approximately
twelve students attended, along
with
Professors
Rothschild,
Stevenson, and Kuhn, at Beck's
invitation. Beck called the meeting because
he felt it was
necessary
for those
persons
concerned about the problems
mentioned in the letter to begin
to communicate with each. other
and to begin to deal with those
problems.'
.
The first
topic
was the
function of the Minority Recruitment
Committee.
It was
said that as that committee now
functions,
all minority applicants pass through it and are
reviewed by it. This procedure is
the result of a vote by that
committee to monitor the admission of minority
students to
insure they all receive special
consideration.
There was some
discussion concerning the fact
that most white students are
admitted with a predictor average (ETS-prepared)
above 77
and those minority students that

Attendees at this year's senio~ reception included,
left to rlght,: David Pordy, ElysePordy,
Abbe
Reinert, Rei~ Kahn, Bonnie Stein, Marcy Miller,

Peter Stein, Andrew Sulner, Jeff Stem, Kenneth
Miller,
Steven
Graeff,
Chris
Werner,
Stu
Niemtzow.

v .

'Grades alid Em ployers: Part 2

Being a good lawyer turns on
more than' one's ability
to
analyze, interpret, and verbalize
the law. It also depends on skills
of negotiating, building rapport,
trust and confidence, and other
personality
intangibles.
Since
the admissions committee virtuallydoes no screening on these
attributes, the range of students
in these areas is as wide as the
population itself. Every student
can attest to the fact that the
National Law Center has the
complete anthology from your
classic Flaming Asshole to the
neo-contemporary
Free-Spirit
Original. And virtually none of
this shows up in grades, particularly with an "anonymous"
grading system which is dethe committee considers "high
The feeling of at least two of - signed at least partially for the
precise excision of just those
risk" have a predictor average the faculty members present was
factors.
below 71. With respect
to that programs to increase the
The minor differences, such
matters such as the identificanumber of minority students in
as there may be, in "pure" legal
tion
of
minority
students
law school are an effective
abilities are virtually swamped
through the use of the commit- method of attempting to rectify
out by the helter-skelter range of
tee's figures, it was said that the past discrimination.
They felt
the broader category of personal
administration
probably could that the Minority Recruitment
abilities which are nonetheless
not identify all minority candi- Program should continue and
relevant to good lawyering.
dates but only those coming that
the small
number
of
From this perspective, a few
through the committee.
minority students in the present
The possibility of a "follow-up" first year class is not indicative
points one way or the other in a
grade point average may not be
program for students admitted
of the result the committee
who are thought to be "high desires to achieve by this year's
worth noting, not only because
risk" was the next major area of effort. The feeling of one faculty
the difference in "pure" legal
discussion.
(A description
of member was that with respect to
ability is virtually
zero, but
such a program is contained in a compliance with the ORR subbecause they tell one almost
letter from Professors Kuhn and poena it seemed to be simply a. nothing about whether or not a
Rothschild appearing on page 5 question
of good faith.
A
student would be a good lawyer,
of this issue.)
The BALSA BALSA representative
stated
even relatively speaking.
representatives were asked what that preeisely what BALSA has
The premise that employers
their
objections
to such a been addressing was a lack of
are entitled
to know what
program
were. In response, good faith on the part of the
differences there are in student
BALSA promised to send to the faculty and administration.
abilities, may not be so strong as
Recruitment,
Committee
an
The statements made at the
it might first have seemed.
additional and more detailed list April 22 meeting
taken
in
Assuming that you have been
of its previous objections. The conjunction with previous statecertified to have mastered 84
La Raza .representative
stated ments made by some of the
credits worth of material, is your
that his organization was willing faculty and administration
give
grade average or class standing
to go along with the program,
rise to some confusion. While a
any more relevant to an emdespite deep philosophical reser- faculty member of the Minority
ployer's hiring decision
than
vations as to the stigmatization
Recruitment
Committee
says
knowing whether you smoke
involved and the possibility that that a vote was taken requesting
cigars (which may be offensive to
such a program might not be a that all minority applicants be
clients)?
solution.
(Please tum to p. 7, col.!)
But the question still remains,
by Bill Wallace

Ed: note: In the last issue Bill
Wallace advocated the view that
all courses should be graded as
"Complete" or ."Incomplete"
with a student having the right
subsequently to complete any
course which was not completed
the first time around,' Any other
grading system claims to make
distinctions which. if they exist
at all. are unimportant or
irrelevant. anyway. The argument that employers rely 0.n
such distinctions is dealt with in
thefollowing continuation.

Admissions Meeting

i

I

shouldn't
employers have the
right
to select
the
"best"
students and therefore, derivatively, shouldn't
the "best"
students have first dibs on the
best jobs? But my point has been
that for the most part, grades
don't tell us who the "best"
students are and that at GW at
the present time, there aren't
any "best" students anyway in
terms of pure intellectual ability.
There may be, of course, a few
students at each end of the grade
ladder
whose .Iegal abilities
might be substantially
different
from the majority.
And assuming that such differences in
"legal" ability are worth notieing, those students at the top
end are arguably
entitled to
preference
in job
selection.
(Those at the bottom end, if they
cannot complete their mastery of
the subject-matter
will not get
the degree anyway). But the very
best students
are invariably
noticed by the professors even in
a class of several hundred
graduates. Letters of recommendation can point out the appropriate qualities as necessary.
Surely, a professor's
saying
that you are one of his or her
very best
students
is more
valuable
than having an 83
average rather than a 78 average. For one thing, the recommendation
also (hopefully) encompasses a broader evaluation
of the student's potential than a
contrived numerical measure of
one's "pure" legal ability.
As for the rest of the students,
how does an employer distinguish those with the better
abilities? I submit again that
there are no important distinctions to be made on a purely
intellectual
level and that a
grading system certainly does
not show you anything else.
How then does an employer
make a decision? The same way
virtually all employment
deci(Please tum to p, 5, col. 1)
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SBA Book Exchange
The SBA Book Exchange will be collecting books this week for
sale to Summer students. Please do not bring books in unless they
are listed below since they will not be accepted. Bring your books
into the SBA office, lOlA Bacon Hall, during the following times:
Tuesday, April 29, 9 to 1; Wednesday, April 30, 9 to 1.
In addition, the books may be dropped off at any time that the
office is staffed. So drop by! (Books will also be accepted at the
beginning of the Summer sessions.)
FIRST SUMMER SESSION
CONSTITUTIONAL LA W-{Park): Gunther & Dowling, Constitutional Law, 8th Ed. EVIDENCE-(Albert):
Louisell, Kaplan &
Waltz, Evidence, 2d Ed.; PLUS: Albert, Materials on Logic,
Probability & The Law of Evidence, 2d Ed. CONFLICT OF
LA WS-{Seidelson): Scoles & Weintraub, Conflict of Laws, 2d. Ed.
AGENCY & PARTNERSHIPS-(Schiller):
Conrad, Knaus &
Siegel, Agency, Associations, etc., Enterprise Organization, 1972.
TAX-FEDERAL INCOME-{Hambrick): Bittker & Stone, Federal
Income, Estate & Gift Taxation, 4th Ed.; PLUS: Bittker & Stone,
1974 Supplement; PLUS: CCH, Int. Rev. Code (ppbk), Latest;
PLUS: CCH, Income Tax Regulations, Latest (ppbk 3 vol.).
RECOMMENDED: Chommie, Federal Income Taxation, 2d.-Ed;
LABOR LA W-{Merritield): Smith, Merrifeld & St. Antoine, Cases
and Materials on Labor Relations Law, with Statutory Appendix,
.Sth Ed. INSURANCE-{Schiller):
Young, Cases & Materials on
Insurance, 1971. PROBLEMS OF THE CONSUMER-(Rothschild): Rothschild & Carroll, Consumer Protection: Text &
Materials, 1974. LAND DEVELOPMENT LA W-(Brown): Hagman, D., Urban Planning & Land Development Control Law, 1971.
'TAX-STATE AND LOCAL-(Field): Hellerstein, State and Local
Taxation.

·
onven
~on
Montreal LSD C
t
'This year's ABA Law Student
Division Annual Meeting will
take place August 9-13 in
Montreal Canada, and is open to
all LSD members who wish to
attend. In addition to conducting national elections, the meeting will offer workshops on a
wide variety of topics, including
Prepaid ,Legal Services, Legal
Clinics, Placement, Women's

Caucus, and Minority Student night, and the registration fee is
Caucus. Since the meeting coin- $25.00, which includes all macides with the annual meeting of terials and some meals. Also;
the American Bar Association, there will be a car caravan from
students attending the LSD con- Washington to provide transvention will be able to attend portation for those students who
ABA section and committee wish to go.
Anyone desiring further inmeetings as well.
The Law Student Division has formation should leave a note
reserved dormitory rooms at for Stan Edelstein in the SBA
McGill University for $10.50 per office by May 25, 1975.

PIRG Proposes Building

Code

incentive for the landlord's
frequently victimized by burprovision of security devices,"
glaries.
County since 1965 and in Arling"Fifty-six-point-six per cent of the report said.
ton County since 1972.
DC PIRG is an independent,
the
burglaries resulted in a loss
In Prince George's County,
of $250 or less. To the low university-based research and
the rate of unsuccessful burglary
advocacy organization that has
income tenant with a marginal
attempts is twice as high as in
income, such a loss can be cata- been active in political reform
the District, the report said.
strophic. And yet the loss is and social action in the District
Arlington police attribute, a 16
small enough to preclude any for the past 21/2 years.
per cent decline in the burglary
practicable legal remedy, even if
rate to the deadlock ordinance.
one existed," the report said.
"The tenant cannot hire a
"The psychology of the burglar is critical." the report said. lawyer to recover his loss from a
(Continued from page 1)
"It cannot be said that a negligent landlord: the legal fees
professional burglar can defeat would far surpass any possible
most any security system given recovery. Consequently the land- team, visiting from a country
the time and tools. However, the lord is totally without incentive with which the United States
longer the entry time, the less to increase the level of security in does not even have diplomatic
relations, was perhaps most
willing will any burglar be to the majority of cases.
"Providing a judicial remedy emblematic of the spirit of
continue his attempt at entry."
PIRG recommended that the which is useless for all practical cultural exchange which undercity council amend the housing purposes will not aid the tenant lies' the competition. At one
regulations to include a building in the least. A statutory duty, point, the Cuban team was
security code that specifies enforceable by the Housing sitting and listening to the team
adequate door and window Commission, as well as by tenant of Argentina arguing against the
locks. According to the PIRG. action in the form of rent strikes' Phillipinesin Mr. Berry's court.
report, this is the only way to (a remedy which is available only' In a pause Mr. Berry with the
effectively protect the low in- for violations of the housing help of an interpreter, "officially
come tenants who are most regulations) is the only feasible recognized" the Cuban team and
bid them and the other teams
welcome to the competition and
International 8tudenim ~
,
EuraiJpas$
BtiP'&D'rus"
to this country. It was clear that
the Cuban team was touched by
RESERVATIONS
this expression of friendship and
respect.
(Continued from page 1)

13-WEEK SESSION
FEDERAL JURISDICTION-(Reaves):
D. 'Currie, Federal
Courts, 1975. WATER RESOURCES LAW-{Hedeman): Frank J.
Trelease, Water Law-Resource Use and Environmental Protection,
2d. Ed. SEM: ESTATE PLANNING-{Horowitz):
Lowndes,
Kramer & McCord, Estate & Gift Taxes, 3rd. Ed.
SECOND SUMMER SESSION
PROPER TY-{Starrs):
Cribbet, Fritz & Johnson, Cases &
Materials on Proprety, Latest. RECOMMENDED: Burby, Property,
latest; Rose, Landlord & Tenant. EVIDENCE-(Robinson):,
Maguire, etc., Cases & Materials on Evidence, 6th Ed. TRUSTS &
ESTATES l-(Stewart):
Palmer, Trusts & Succession, 2d. Ed.
RECOMMENDED: Atkinson, Law of. Wills (Hornbook), Bogert,
Law of Trusts (Hornbook), 4th. Ed. INSURANCE-(Pock):
Keeton,
Insurance Law, Basic Text, 1971; PLUS: Keeton, Case Supplement
to Basic Text, 1971. ADMINISTRATIVE
LA W-{Barron): Davis,
Cases, Text, and Problems on Admin. Law, 1973. RECOMMENDED: Davis, Basic Text on Admin. Law, West Publishing Co,
1972 EQUITY -(Pock): Parker, Modern Judicial Remedies, 1975.
INDIVIDUAL & HIS UNION-{Gold): Smith, Merrifield & St.
Antoine, Labor Relations Law, 4th. Ed.
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"I was really impressed by the
amount of hard work these
students have done." Berry said.
"I'd hate to have to go up and
argue against them myself-I'd
have to work hard to beat them.

They weren't amateurs. These
students were ready to step into
the courtroom." When asked
why he had' contributed time
from his frantically busy schedule for this exercise in academia, Mr .. Berry' responded "I

personally feel it's my duty as a
lawyer to contribute to help
students who are working hard to
become good lawyers. This
competition helps shape the
skills of oral advocates. I was
happy to see many of. my
colleagues here contributing
their time."

Law

Mr. Berry, who as founder and
executive director of the East
West Trade Council is interested
in promoting trade between the
U.S. and Eastern European
countries, is familiar with the:
problems involved in establish-,
ing meaningful exchange. He
pointed out that "Jacob Scherr,.
the executive director of the,
ASILS,has done a magnificent
job in putting this together. The
complexity of organizing and
implementing this competition is
amazing. There are interpreters,
judges, time clerks, . not-to
mention the hotel reserva- '
tions ..." The list went on. Mr.
Berry called the experience "an
exercise in international under-,
standing. "
The presence of the team from
Cuba was a dramatic confirmation of Mr. Berry's views. The
attitude of cooperation was
shared by all the team members
'both in their spirit offriendliness
and in their uniform commitment to excellence. '. .,
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Law Review Delay Explained

1£~itnrial
Law Review
The issue of the lateness

of, the Law Review

seems

to be

getting out o~ hand. The ~rticl.es .adjoining thi~ .colum.n were
submitted
with each writer 1OSlst1Og on writing
his own
headline.
The defensive
nature
of both pieces reflects
a.'
sensitivity on the part of the authors which obscures the crux
of the matter.
There have been delays all around.
Many
persons are responsible
in part. Now let's .get .the ~aw Rev~ew
published,
because a non-existent
law revlewlsnelt~er
a high
quality one nor one which will improve the reputation ?f the
Law School.
.

May:l,1975

. by Daniel S. Abrams,
Editor-in-Chief, Volume 43
A recent resolution before the
SBA emphasized the late publication of The George Washington Law Review as the basis for a
claim that the Law Review has'
been mismanaged
this year.
There is no argument that the
Law Review is well behind in its
publication dates; it is equally
true, however, that to publish a
journal of the highest quality,
great care must be taken in the
preparation
of manuscripts for
print. The Law Review's position
is that thoroughness and quality
are of the greatest importance,
since timely but inadequate
issues would bring little praise to
The
National
Law
Center.
Nevertheless,
the
resolution
prompts a full explanation of the
lateness of the Review.

Thursday is May Day. It is also Law Day. Four ~ears ag~, at
a time when students felt that mass demonstrations
against
the status quo were in their special province, thousands
of
It is significant that the first
persons were unlawfully arrested for expressing
their outrage
two issues of the current volume
at the acts of an administration
with which they were unable
will comprise almost one-half of
to communicate.
This year, the outrage of students
at NLC the volume's pages. This size,
seems directed at schedules concocted
obviously to frustrate
.and the complexity
of the
their desire to study what and with whom they choose.
subject matter, have lengthened
Examinations
are the enemy, the defeat thereof being the only the Law Review's production
task standing
between now and our s~mmer idylls.
.
schedule and caused delay at our
printer. Although distribution is
We wonder,
on this day set aside for professional
late, however, material in the
re-examination,
"What
of commitment?
And
of what
Review
is current; developments
values?" Our cultivation
of the accoutrements
of success has
after
the
issue date but before
diminished
our capacity or concern for collective introspecti~n
actual printing are included in
so that a special day must be established
to commem~rate
It.
the textual discussion and citaIt is rare, these days indeed, to find ourselves measuring the
tions of each article and student
value of our legal education by what we will be able to do for
note.
the good of others. More often we regret that we are not at
At this time, delay caused by
Harvard because, on the whole, our degrees will bring us less
our printer is paramount.
The
remuneration.
How many of us understand
the meaning of the
Law Review staff has completed
motto on the Library of Congress: "Ofthe
law there can be no
work on two issues, 712 pages, of
less acknowledged
than that her voice is the harmony of the the current volume and had
world."
How many of us have thought
about fee-schedules
and the equities of the Goldfarb case? How ~any of us ha~e
thought of our task here in terms of scholarship
rather than 10
terms of grades? How many of us see ourselves in the context
of a civilization
which is declining,
a world which will soon
change?
Perhaps
1975 is more desirable,
being
sedate.
Our
commitment
to the broad aims of law must not, however, pass
Affiant, Irving Kayton, afaway.
firms and declares that:
1. He is a Professor of Law at
The George Washington
University.
2. In the April 15, 1975 issue
of the Advocate, at page 3, he
was maligned in that it was
reported the the five month
delay in the issuance of the
Editor
. November 1974 number of the
Oliver Long.
George Washington Law Review
was "due
primarily
to the
News Editor
Managing Editor
lateness
of Professor
Irving
Robert Chapman
Bill Wallace
Kayton
in turning
out the
article."
Sports Editor
3. He was further maligned in
John Brusniak
the statement
that
"Kayton
refused
to
submit
his
script
Business Manager
Advertising Director
unless
it
could
be
43
G.W.
Law
Steve Converse Phil Kramer
Review 1."
4. Each and both statements
Copy Editor
Features and Opinion Editor
under (2) and (3) above are the
Doug Watts
Diane Seeger
direct opposite of the truth.
S. The lead article above was
Contributors:
Roy Baldwin, Paul Beck, R. ~. Bidw:ll, Mark coauthored by affiant and two
Brodsky, John Brusniak, Robert Chapman, LoUIS FranCIS, .Tomas others, one of whom is located in
Garza, John Gunther. Edie Holleman, Ed lng, Alan Klemb~rd,
Houston, Texas; the article is
Robert Lehrman, Cindy Ludvigsen, Dave ~andel, Jeff Menick, 150 law review pages in length.
Charles Mussman, John Opitz, John Plotkin, N.ate Rosenber?,
At substantial personal expense
Diane Seeger, Irene Sege, Catherine Tinker, ~hsa .Ulmer, Bill to the coauthors because of long
Wallace, Doug Watts, George Hernandez, Craig Schiller and
distance phone cal1s and travel
.
Shelley Hayes
to editorial meetings the co-

hoped
to have these issues
distributed
before exams. Our
printer, whose work is of exceptional quality and at the lo,,:est
cost of all competing law review
printers, has informed us. that
only one issue has been shipped
and that he will not be able to
complete the second iss~e ~ntil
after exams. All issues distributed after the exam period will ~e
mailed to students
at their
permanent home addresses.
.
. A major portion ofthe delay IS
attributable to the professionals
who author the Law Review's
articles. For example, Professor
Kayton's lead _article, a landmark piece in the patent law
area, was submitted one month
after the initial deadline. The
new deadline had been agreed to
by the Law Review after Professor Kayton had informed us ~h~t
it was impossible to submit It
earlier. Rather than waste time
waiting for this article, the Law
Review staff began working on
the issue following that in which
Professor Kayton's article was to
appear; to maintain conti~uity
in editing, work on these articles
continued for approximately ten
days after Professor Kayton's
article was submitted.
Having
willingly accepted the article for
our November issue lead, the
Law Review editors never entertained breaking
our promise
that it appear in that position. In
addition, the length of the article
and the difficulty of the subject
matter
required
substantially
more time editing
and citechecking than the editors anticipated.

The perils of publishing symposia were experienced this year.
Since last April, the Law Review
had planned a symposium on
professional liability under the
federal securities laws and had
received promises of articles by
Commissioner
Sommer of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and by six other authors.
None of the articles
arrived on the due dates and
inquiry by the Law Review staff
revealed
that
Commissioner
Sommer had decided not to
contribute to the symposium. All
except one of the other authors
also reneged on their promises;
as a result, the Law Review first
began
looking
for substitute
articles for this issue after the
deadline for submission.
The last major reason for the

Law Review's late publication is

I

our inheritance of a backlog of
almost one and one-half unfinish~d issues from the previous
volume. This material was largely unfamiliar to the editorial
board, and considerable start-up
time was required before these
issues could be completed. Considering that the current vo~urne's last issue, August 1975, IS
ahead of schedule, completion of
this year's volume on schedule
would represent the publication
of six and one-half issues within
the time normally alloted to the
completion
of five issues. It
would also mean that for the
first time in several years, the
Law Review will begin a new
volume with no delay from a
prior year.

Affidavit of Malignee,
Irving Kay ton
authors insured that every deadline set by the Law Review for
submission of text, galleys and
page proofs was not only met but
in fact submissions were early.

To the affiant, this is far more
important
than the slight he
received at the hands of the Law
Review staff and as a result of
the
Advocate's
irresponsible
handling of the situation.
6. The lead article manuscript,
9. To the credit of affiant's
after being submitted in time,
malignors, they apparently proand in fact ahead of time, lay on
nounced his name correctly and
Law Review desks untouched
spelled his name correctly, for
and unworked upon for weeks
which
the
affiant
is most
(although
affiant believes the
appreciative.
Everything
else
pressure of getting out the much
they did was inaccurate,
misdelayed August issue necessitaleading, irresponsible,
immoral
ted the benign neglect of the
and libelous. However, affiant
lead article for November).
does not expect them to conform
7. Affiant
never demanded
to a higher standard of behavior
publication of the lead article as
than that of the society from
43 G.W.L. Rev. 1. Rather he .. which they have learned their
suggested that since it was to be
values.
published in the November issue
10. Further affiant sayeth not.
~nd the only other article in that
Respectfully submitted.
Issue was to be relatively short, it
would be appropriate
for the
Irving Kayton
main article to precede the other
Editor's Note: The article to
in that number.
which affiant refers \Vasa ne\V~
8. The affiant's
law review
story r~portillg on a motion
articles in the past have, and the
be/ore the SBA to censure Law
November lead article in the
R~view. The above-quoted exfuture will, contribute substancerpts omit their accompanying
tial1y to the G.W. subscription
attribution to members of Law
list and the reputation
of the
Review. The Advocate stands by
Law Review and the law school.
its story.
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.Kuhn a.ndRothschild· Respond
to Beck's Article on Minor ities
To the Editor:
. Paul Beck's article concerning
the
situation
of
minority
students
at GW says that
something is wrong with this
Law School. He's right. And a
lot of what's wrong has to do, as
he states, with differing perceptions 'and poor communication.
Unfortunately,
however, Beck's
letter was itself the product of
. misperception and lack of communication and thus may only
serve to increase the polarization
he observes.
First of all, it should be
understood
that the .Minority
Recruitment
Committee
has
. always consisted primarily
of

Are Grades Useful to Em-ployers?
(Continued from page 2)
must consider what the office
sions are made anyway-c-almost
needs and what it cannot use any
more of. Grades are frequently
arbitrarily. But it will be said
an obscuring filter which can be
that, given the lack of adequate
used to avoid looking at the
measures of competency,
emimportant
questions
and
to
ployers should have the opporavoid having to interview more
tunity to look at the grades and
.
grasp at the small semblance of than a few people.
.Finally, it will be said that I
an objective criterion in lieu of
have missed the point entirely.
anything else, in spite of its
The question
is not whether
'minimal relevancy and accuracy.
But the fact is that letters of employers should use grades,
but given that they do use them,
recommendation
and personal
can you afford not to have them?
interviews for all their possibiliEmployers will just get jittery
ties of vicious and venal abuse
about hiring someone of whom
are probably at least as good
they have no idea as to compemeasures on the whole as. the
tency. Of course, I have argued
little digits that show up on the
that they do know. You are a
transcript.
GW graduate, which means you
It is true that such "subjecare probably not a whole lot
tive" measures may have a disbetter or worse than any other
criminatory effect on hiring, not
only in terms of race and sex, GW graduate, and so you will be
of
but in terms of life-style, politi- . evaluated on the reputation
the
school.
But
that
should
not
cal ideology, or grooming habits.
be particularly
offensive
to
But since we already have interanyone because that's how you
views and recommendations,
are judged now anyway.
those problems still arise and
(How does a 75 at GW
grading systems do not go a long
compare
with a 75 (or its
way to overcoming personal preequivalent) at Georgetown?
or
judice.
Furthermore,
if the
Harvard?
Does
a
B
here
equal
a
implementation
of the Civil
B-plus there? or a C-plus? No
Rights Act in the last ten years
internal fiddling with the gradhas taught us anything about
ing system will help you out.
employee selection procedures,
Multi-level grading systems proit has been that so-called "objective" measures on the whole are vide relative comparisons 011 an
intra-scholastic
level and help
as discriminatory as the muchyou
to
compete
with your
demeaned "subjective" criteria.
classmates,
not
students
from
Looking at all this through the
prospective employer's offices, is other schools.)
But if you have come this far
there really any reasonable
and
have accepted the idea that
ground for her or him to suppose
that a student
with an 83 employers misplace their reliance on grades because it makes
average will be significantly
false distinctions which obscure
more productive in the overall
workload of the office than a the relevant questions, then you
student with a 73 average? i cannot say that we must cater to
Consider the question in light of their delusions. GW is a large
enough and good enough law
the possibility that the student
school
to have its own impact on
with the 73 average mayor may
not be a really hard worker who employers' practices and expectations.
will put in a lot of reliable hours
The final ad hominem against
albeit not brilliantones, or that
the student is really brilliant but this position is: "Tell me about
it when an employer turns you
is bored with law school because
down for a job because the firm
of the unreality of it.
does
not want to take a chance
Consider the possibility that
the 83 student is obnoxious as on your competency, and instead
hell, or is hard-working but not takes a sure B-plus student from
American University."
Admitone bit creative. The employer

tedly, that's a tough result. But
competition for jobs ls always
tough and it's not at all clear
that if I could have shown the
firm a B, or B-plus or even
A-minus average that I would
have gotten the job.
As noted above, many other
factors, legitimate and illegitimate, go into the selection
decision. And if you're aggressive enough, you can suggest
some more creative possibilities.
For example, let one employer
hire both people at half-pay for a
month. The one who works out
best stays. Now that's
real
competition. But at least it can
be fair and based on real job
performance ability and not on
one's ability to be glib about
refrigerated hypotheticals.
The adoption of a "Complete/
Incomplete"
achievement notation has a number
of sidebenefits. Probably foremost among them is the encouragement of a freer flow of information and ideas, more group
efforts, more student-to-student
teaching
and learning,
more
interchange
with
professors.
Perhaps equally important is the'
encouragement of more creativity. Each student doesn't have to
devote so many resources to
learning
a detail that other
students
have learned,
just
because they've learned it. A
student needs only to show a
mastery of the area and may be
able to concentrate on particular
areas of special concern.
It is also a system which is far
easier to administer
both by
professors and the administrative staff.
It tends to distribute
the
job-getting risk over the whole
class instead of meritocratically
reducing it for some at the
expense of others. This is a more
realistic distribution
of where
the risk ought to lie and shifts
the educational
emphasis
to
producing better all-around lawyers and not law students. The
expectable consequence is that
more attention can be paid to
developing speaking, interview(Please tum to p. 6. col. 1)

students, all of them black or
Hispanic. This year's committee
consists of seven black and seven
Hispanic students and the two
undersigned white faculty members. . Every member
of the
committee
was approved
by
BALSA and La Raza. .
Beck is correct in pointing out
.that only some of the students
recruited by the committee are
"high -risk." Many are strong'
.applicants and become stro?g
students. However, the committee this year spent
several
.months discussing various proposals
for
a
"follow-up"
program to help those first-year
minority students thought to be
"high risk" to reduce the risk
and succeed. here at GW .. The
program which the committee
ultimately p~oposed wa~, ~ontrary to Beck s characterization,
neither "vague" nor "general."
More important, it was explicitly
not mandatory for anyone, let
alone for all. minority students.
Of course such a mandatory
prog~am would be an insult;
that is one reason why no such
proposal was ever made.
The actual proposal was for a
three-week, full-time voluntary
course in legal analysis, writing
and exam-taking
skills to be
conducted immediately prior to
Fall
registration.
The
Law
School administration
was prepared to seek free housing and
meals at the University, and the
committee was prepared to seek
additional
funds
for
living
expenses. Law school faculty was
prepared to help teach in the
program. BALSA members on
the committee participated
in
the development of the proposal,
but it failed to win BALSA
support. There the matter rests.
As to the number of minority
students choosing to come to
GW, Beck's article is at least
misleading. GW has enrolled in

the neighborhood of 40 minority
students yearly from 1969 until
last Fall. This is actually a far
greater
percentage
of those.
.offered admission than among.
whites. There was a dramatic
decline with last Fall's entering'
class, but
the reason
was
because last year's committee
was too late in getting out
admissions
and financial aid
offers (financial aid offers didn't
get out till late May), and most.
applicants had already commit- .
ted themselves elsewhere. (Last
year's committee, for the first
time, did not invite any faculty
participation.) This year's committee has functioned
much
more efficiently, and as of April
15 over 20 applicants had already indicated their intent to
enroll next Fall. The percentage
of declines is if anything lower
.than usual.
Our own perception of the
situation here is that there is
plenty wrong. But what is wrong
is fundamentally a microcosm of
what is wrong in our societyand, incidentally, what is wrong
with every other law school
which has had a program similar
to ours. With all that's wrong
however, there are well over on~
hundred more minority lawyers
in the country than there would
have been without our program.
Our program is doing what it set
out to do, and it is worth noting
that we began before most law
schools had any program at all.'
Of course it's not working nearly
as well as we'd like, but to
improve it will take suggestions
more constructive and concrete
than' circulating petitions and
withholding alumni funds .

RogerS. Kuhn
Donald P. Rothschild
Professors Kuhn and Rothschild
are members of the Special
Admissions Committee charged
, with minority recruitment.

Present Laughter
Is Pleasant After
by Alan Kleinburd

Present Laughter, written by the late Noel Coward, will be the last
play performed at the Kennedy Center during the semester. It is
what one might expect from Sir Noel-pleasant,
witty and urbane.
There are no pretentions that this is a deep, meaningful play; rather
one must simply accept it as a pleasant evening's diversion.
The plot is about a star of the stage and his circle of friends and
the affairs they're all having. People are constantly being hidden
behind doors to avoid being seen. Rather harmless stuff, actually.
There are no great surprises or twists in the plot, in fact much of the
action is quite predictable.
.
The production
is as pleasant as the play itself. (Somehow
"pleasant" seems to be the perfect word for this play.) All the actors
are quite good. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. looks perfectly like the
charming stage star he is supposed to be. The supporting cast all
complement Fairbanks well, with Ilka Chase, as his secretary,
possibly being first among equals.
The set and costumes are both quite attractive and reek of
tastefulness. The pace of the play is quite steady and never seems to
wander off aimlessly. This is the first production the Kennedy
Center has put together since Odyssey. Though much less ambitious,
it is much more successful.
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Grading
, (Continued from page 5)

ABA Holds Seminars on

Commencement Speakers

Ing, bargaining and other legal
techniques.
The antiquated
Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Joseph John "
authoritarian view that students
Sisco and CBS News Correspondent Dan Rather are among the
/Willnot work hard if the results
speakers for this spring's commencement exercises at The
.of their efforts will not be laid
George
Washington University.
:out on a scale which may
At 8 p.m, on Sunday, May 4, Under/Secretary of State for'
eventually threaten their ecoby Diane Seeger
causation, general principles
Political Affairs Joseph John Sisco will present the major address
nomic status is not borne out by
The ABA is sponsoring two underlying definitions, scope of
at the commencement of the Columbian College of Arts and
the facts. Clinical courses are seminars this summer, one on ' relief and liability. The practical
Sciences in Constitution Hall.
not graded but students take antitrust matters in Los Angeles considerations of a standing
And on Sunday, May 25, the University's commencement
them seriously and responsibly. on June 5 and 6 at the Beverly motion, pretrial discovery, trial
sequence
will conclude with the exercises of the National Law
Trials in the trial practice court Hilton; the other a breakfast level disposition and appeal will
,
Center
at
1:30 p.m, in Lisner Auditorium. Dan Rather, CBS,
(also a credit/no credit course) meeting in Montreal on August be covered, as well. All admisNews
correspondent,
will be the principal speaker. A limited
are consistently well-prepared 11, 1975 on "the current status sions, study materials, a recepnumber
oftickets
will
be available from Professor Robert Jones,
and worked on with enthusiasm ' of bar examinations and bar tion and two luncheons are
the
University
Marshall,
at 2106 "G" Street, N.W., room 102
and a real will to learn.
admission standards." .
available for $175. Write Paul A.
He
may
be
reached
at
676-6325.
One last word. As soon as (if'
Wolkin, Director, Courses of
ever' ) a "Complete/Incomplete"
In California, The Private Study, ALI-ABA, 4025 Chestnut
system is looked on approvingly, Antitrust Action: Standing and Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
someone will want to add an' Damages will focus on two inter- for further information.
"Honors" or similar notation. pretative problems arising out of
The August 11 ABA breakfast
But that distorts the whole the application of the Clayton in Montreal will bring in a panel
thing all over again. It refers to Act, standing to sue and theories of experts to discuss whether
someone's mastery of the subject, of treble damages under Section there should be bar examinaby Maureen Brennan.
, ,'"
'
.. , '"
, "ie/ativeto'
someone else and '4 of the Act. ,.,
tions, the ettect'cifthemulti~.TheGWWomen'SLegaf
Clinic (w.L.C.) is currently undergoing
begins to reintroduce all the
'state bar on bar admissions, extensive reorganization in an effort to broaden its services to
vicissitudes of a grading system.
Discussions during the antireciprocity under the multi- District women.
That suggestion is made by trust conference will include state. what to seek in bar review
Long considered little more than a nominal stepdaughter of the
someone whose mastery of this substantive issues of standing to courses. and bar admission Community Legal Service (C.L.S.), the W.L.c. hopes to come into its
approach is "Incomplete." Try sue, legal terminology, judicially
standards other than examina- own this Fall when it assumes all pro se divorce cases currently
again.
created requirements of legal
tions.
supervised by the C.L.S. The Clinic will also address itself to
pressing problems of discriminatory hiring and credit practices, and
will continue its policy of funding various individual projects, such
as this semester's soon-to-be-published Women's Rights Handbook.
But the Clinic needs the interest and active participation of Law
Center Women to make these plans work. Valerie Schurman will
oversee Clinic projects during the summer, and all interested
women, especially current first-year-students, are encouraged to get
in touch with her in the W.L.c. office in Bacon Hall.

Antitrust, Bar Admissions

Legal Clinic Wo:men

You'll never know
how much good
you can do
until you do it.

Vol~tee&

The National Centerh \bluntary Action

EVERY AVAILABLE AID
FOR THE, LAW STUDENT
GILBERTSLAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH ·r{EVIEW
NUTSHELl SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS

-

--

--------_. ~LQg:...
cWo

1Jil§?

~r

DISCOUNT PRICES AND '
.1
COMPLETE SELECTION
•
AT •••
WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.'
1917 Eye St., N.W.

Tel. 785-:0424

Take ten minutes. Ur twenty.
Oran hour. Drive your friend
home. That's all. If you can't do
that, call a cab. Or let him sleep
on your couch.
We're not asking you to be
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend .

IF YOU lET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,
YOU'RE NO FRIEND.

';'.

,;
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History and Status of BALSA Complaint
(Continued from page 2)
special admissions category are
The NLC has had four faculty
consIdered
Blacks, Hispanics,
openings in the last five yea~s, of
Appalachian
Whites, and any
which one belonged to a minorother minority which does not
ity group (women). Professor
have adequate representation in
Reitze was hired by virtue of a
the legal community. Part of the
Ford Foundation Grant and the
criteria is that the minority
fact that he was one of the three
student being considered would
professors in the country with
be unlikely to be admitted to
his environmental
expertise.
another law school not given the
Professor Barron was rehired
opportunity to attend the NLC.
with the approval of BALSA.
The number of special admisProfessor Stevenson was hired
sions is totally independent
of
after four year's experience.
the number of regular admits so
The National
Law Center
that the number of minority
operates a separate
minority
students has no effect whatsorecruitment committee although
ever on the number of regular'
Dean Potts does not know of any
admissions.
group at the law school that ,
The NLC minority program
agrees on what the policy of that
presently offers tuition remiscommittee should be. Currently
sion, some work study, some
the greatest number of minority
part time employment,
a very
applicants
with the highest,
small number of grants.rand the
Qualifications are placed in the
usual, collection of state, federal
regular admit category. In the , and ABA loans for those who are

in need. Dean Potts stated that
"We probably have more affirmative action here than at any
school I know of in the U.S. in
terms of minority enrollment."
A special faculty committee
headed by Professor H.P. Green
was appointed at the time of the
initial Office of Human Rights

Ombudsman Pushed
by Diane Seeger
Ombudsman.
Most people don't know how
to define it, but to Ms. Rosalan
L. Switzen, 31 years a chemistry
teacher, it's become a way oflife.
The ombudsman,
an importation from Sweden, is "a complaint officer who gets training
in arbitration, conciliation and
in servicing complaints."
As Director of a national
advisory since 1966, Ms. Switzen
had a total twenty year plan for
bringing her ombudsman
concept into fruition. The ombudsman's "new image" for 1976 will
be one of preventing complaints
and servicing
or preventing
wrong doing. Exposing "right
doing"
rather
than
"wrong
doing" is the key, she said.
An anticipated goal for 1986
is that ombudsmen be able to do
more than just service complaints; they'll be trained to
eliminate or avoid conflict and
prevent complaints. "Ombudsmen," Ms. Switzen explained,
can also be "extra-legal"
or
persons operating
outside the
legal profession. Their training
involves human
relations ...
;"f£lo .. ..,......4.:_~ __.~LL

t ....

C" ......-.
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times there is as much as a SO to
100 year "cultural lag" to overcome in servicing complaints. In
1971, less than ten per cent of all
colleges had an ombudsman on
campus.
Ms. . Switzen,
who travels
extensively to get her ombudsman message to the people,
developed the idea of a moot
court
publication
about
six
months ago. She is now seeking
volunteers "to help design court
room dialogue as if the bureaucrat was being tried for wasting
billions of dollars," to work at
preventing such wrong doing by
legal action.
"An ombudsman
lawsuit,"
she believes, "will be necessary
to overcome the bureaucratic
abuse of power." She noted that
bureaucrats
tend to resist new
information and change, in an
arbitrary,
and
unreasonable
manner which is actionable in
court. An ombudsman would be
the aggrieved man's power for
overcoming power's abuse. "An
ombudsman
moot court," Ms.
Switzen emphasized, "will help
lawyer's improve bureaucratic
decisionmaking.
It's a mock
r1i 'lIln.CTI1P

nf

!Iil...
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BALSA complaint.
In their
report they state that "the lack
of
communication
between
aggrieved students,
including
minorities of blacks, hispanics,
women and others, is so great
that effective action to remedy
any of their grievances is bound
to be frustrated."

BEIGUT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Classroom Located
One Block Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring Maryland

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Short

Minority Adm issions
(Continued from page 2)
are free of bias-two
assumpfiltered through that committee,
tions open to serious question,"
Dean Kirkpatrick has indicated
,(Advocate, May 1, 1974).
that "Application
that can be
The following statements are
readily identifiable
as coming
indicative
of the complexity
from minority persons are sent
involved: Some faculty members
automatically to this commitsaid it is doubtful
that the
tee," emphasis supplied, (Advoadministration
could ever idencate, November S, 1974). The
tify all minority students. The
Minority Recruitment
Commitadministration
asserts
that
tee uses a predictor average base
because they did not know who
the minority students were, a
in' part on the ETS testing and
procedure had to be
compilation
results,
while 'four-step
used in order to comply with the
BALSA maintains
that such
OHR subpoena of October 1974.
predictors ' "Assume
both the
validity of the usual measures of And BALSA maintains that the
administration
knows
the
potential law school performidentity
of
every
minority
ance and
that
those
who
student.
evaluate law school performance

subpoena.
That
committee's
efforts, however, were rejected
by BALSA.
The Student Bar Association
of the National
Law Center
appointed
a
blue
ribbon
committee
to. investigate
the
compliance
of The
George
Washington University with the

course

commences

June

9; 1975,

Registrations are now being . taken ..
.,

.~

'.'

I For July, 1975 Bar Exam.]
fOR FURTHERIIFORMATION,
. CONTACT:
Thomas L. Beigh'
570-D Nor,h Fredericlc Avenue

....

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760

948-6555 or 460-8350

GINSBERG & GINSBERG
BAR REVIEW COURSES
the oldest bar review courses in Maryland
will give the following courses for the Maryland 1975
Bar Examination and Multistate Bar Examination:
1. the new study-at-home bar review course
commences Saturday, May 17th, 1975
2. the long course
3. the 12-day course

for complete details of all these courses please
write or phone:
Ginsberg & Ginsberg Bar Review Courses
612-614 Maryland Trust' Building
Calvert and Redwood Streets
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
301-539-4750

..
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Reaches Final Games

Softball Tournament
by John Brusnfak
April 24. 1975 Twenty-three
softball teams in two divisions
started this year's SBA-sponsored Softball Tournament
but
'after just one weekend of double
elimination
competitions
only
seven teams remained.
Four
teams were left in the Non-Coed
Division and three teams were
left in the Coed League.
The teams which played in
this tournament have had several obstacles beset them. First,
they had to face the problem of
"no shows." Apparently a lot of
would-be softball players decided that the call of Evidence or
Civil Procedure was much more
appealing than the call of "Play
Ball!" As a result, there was a
rather high forfeit rate particularly in the Non-Coed Division. Those teams which did
manage to scrounge up enough
players had other difficulties.
Both the wind and the rain
created havoc in Saturday's and

Susan Fireman,
Chip Johnson (siiding)
Sunday's games, nevertheless,
the teams defied the elements
and played their contests out.
After waking Monday morning
with stiff and aching muscles,
quite a few of these amateur
athletes wished that they had

PORT
Softball Toumament Final Standings
Non-Coed Division

Peter Georgiades (batting), Holly Harris, Robert Bodansky
spent the weekend studying in
the library.
Of the four teams remaining
in the Non-Coed Division, the
second-year team, The Hardbailers, stood in the best position
leading its loop with a three win
and no loss record. The Hardbailers won their three contests
by scores of 5-4, 22-8, and 27-6.
The other three remaining clubs,
Camels Hump, Ferdinand, and
Defending
Champions,
held
identical records of three wins
and one defeat.
Of the three teams remaining
in the Coed League, the second
year squad called the 5th Street
Rangers stood atop its division
maintaining a perfect four win
and no loss record. The Rangers
won their four encounters by
scores of 18-9. 13-7, 42-3 (called
after four innings), and 14-9.
The second place team, No
Names Again, which is the
amalgamation
of two defunct
squads .. boasts a 3-0 record
sporting wins of 19-2, 8-7, and
1-0 (forfeit>. Rounding out the
league is the first year squad
called
Short Estopps
which
sports a three win, one loss
record.

The finals in the tournaments
will be held Saturday
and
Sunday, April 26-27, 1975 with
the winner of the Coed Division
receiving a quarter keg of beer
as its prize for winning the
tournament.

Team

W-L

Pet.

The Hardballers
Camels Hump
Defending Champions
Ferdinand
I PbeIta Thi
The Nationals
The Cremasters
Madison Mush
Potent Seed
Lee Garden Geeks
Los Machos
Silver Surfer

5-0
4-2
3-2
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

1.000
.667
.600
.600
.500
.500
.333
.333
.333
.000
.000
.000

Games Behind

Coed Division

Team

W·L

Pet.

No Names Again
5th Street Rangers
Short Estopps
Error Prone
Natural Resources
Pock's Jocks
Nads
Anarchists
Jacob Burns
Longballs
Senators

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-2
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

1.000
.800
.600
.500
.500
.333
.333
.000
.000
.000
.000

Games Behind
1f2
2

2%
2%
3
3
3%
3%
3%

31/1

Vic Hahn, "Error Prone"

HAVE ANY FREE TIME THIS
SUMMER???
The Department of Forensic Sciences invites you to take their summer courses all available for law school credit and within elective limitation
COURSE NO.

COURSE TITLE

DAY & HOUR

INSTRUCTOR

FIRST SESSION - JUNE 2 thru JULY 9
FS 203-10
FS 228-10
FS 254-10

Left to .right, Sue Evans, John Brusniak, Jim Ferrara, Rosie
Brusniak, Bill Chambers,' Dick Champion, Bob "Cool" Cox (5th
Street Rangers)

Summer Softball

FS 261-10

Crown
Sirulnik
Brunelle

Hertzog

(3) -

FS 264-10

Set

Anyone interested in forming a team to participate in a coed
summer softball N.L.C. league should submit a team roster with.
the names and phone numbers of the players to the SBA Office
(Bacon lOlA) by May 9, 1975. The roster should contain no
more than twenty players of which at least two-thirds must be
from the law school. If enough interest is demonstrated
an
attempt will be made to obtain playing fields. The fields will
most likely be in Arlington. Any questions and/or suggestions
should be directed the SBASports Committee Chairperson John
Brusniak at 243-4116.

Examination of Questioned
T - Th 6-8pm
Documents (3)
Administration of Criminal
M - W 4-6pm
Justice (3)
Seminar: Selected Topics in
T -Th 6-8pm
the Forensic Sciences (3)
(emphasizing on-scene investigation of crime)
Intro. to Forensic Pathology
T - Th 6-8pm
Medical Jurisprudence (3)
(Medical Malpractice)

T - Th 2-4prn

Zimmerly

SECOND SESSION - JULY 10 thru AUGUST 15
FS 214-11
FS 220-11
FS 268-11

Forensic Psychiatry (3)
T - Th 6-8pm
The Crime Lab, the Forensic
T - Th 8-lOpm
Scientist, and the Criminal Lawyer (3)
Photography in the Forensic
M -W 6:30-9:30pm
Sciences (3) Lab Fee of $25.00

Department of Forensic Sciences

Samson Hall

Silverburg
Starrs
Triplett

676-7320/7397

